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ON THE USE OF JET DRIVES FOR WID TUNNELS OF HIGH VELOCITY

ABSTRAC T

Jet drives have been used successfully many times in foreign

countries for small wind-tunnel installations of high velocity.

The question is treated in the following report as to whether such

a drive is essentially economical from the viewpoint of energy

conisumption, and further as to how the ratio of weight of driving

material to weight of induced air changes with the pressure of the

available driving material. These relations are calculated on the

supposition that the speed of sound will be attained in the test

section, and they are compared with experimental results.

Outline:
I. Introduction.

II. List of Symbols.
III. Theoretical Portion.
IV. Tests of a Model Tunnel.

V. References.

I. INTRODUCTION

The power requirement of a wind tunnel installation increases,

as is well known, with the third and on approaching the speed of

sound, with a still higher power of the velocity required in the

test section: For example, a power of 40,000 to 50,000 H.P. is

required to produce a sonic jet of one square meter cross section

exhausting into the atmosphere. Although part of this power can

be recovered in a wind tunnel with return passage, a continuous-

flow installation of this type can hardly be considered. A signif-

icant reduction in the power requirem'ent is possible if the free

jet is discarded and the closed test section is used, and further

if the wind tunnel is made with return passage and the entire in-

stallation is evacuated. Another miy to decrease the building
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cost of a high-velocity wind tunnel to a reasonable amount is

to store up the energy in some form end then use a high-velocity

test section with short period drive. An installation of this

type was constructed for the first time in Ghttingen to the plans 0
of Professor Prendtl (Reference 1). In this case the air from

the atmosphere was sucked into an evacuated vessel through a

normal nozzle or through a Laval nozzle by interconnection to an

enlarged test chamber. A further possibility of driving a high-

speed test section for a short time consists in the use of jet

propulsion. The driving materiel, air or steam, is stored in a

pressure vessel which, compared with a vacuum vessel, possesses

no disadvantages to provide proportionately large quantities of

energy in a small space. Small wind tunnels of this type are in

use in foreign countries, as for exemple the American NACA tunnel

with a test section of 280 mm diemeter (Reference 2), end the

English NPL high-speed tunnel with a test section of 300 mm diR-

meter (Reference 3). The arrangement of these installations is

essentially as follows: Air from the atmosphere is sucked in

through 9 closed, slightly-enlarged test section. The suction

tube is surrounded by a ring-shaped chamber out of which the

driving materiel is conducted through a nozzle to the mixing

cross section. The mixing follows in the diffusor directly

connected to this cross-section. Compressed air is used as

driving material for these installations.

In general, the effectiveness of a jet drive is feirly low

as soon as a considerable work performance is required, that is

the furtherance ot' a fixed quantity of air by overcoming a greater

pressure difference. The ratios Fre so favorable for a jet-
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driven wind tunnel with closed test section, since the flow

resistances to be overcome are proportionately less, thýt the

*Q energy requirements of a Jet drive in this case lie within entirely

reasonable limits. The inevitable sources of losses which occur

in such an installation will be treated more fully in the follow-

ing. For simplicity the arrangement shown in Figure 1 will be

considered in which the mixing process takes place in a cylindrical

tube to which a diffusor with a relatively large inlet cross section

is attached.

Until now no successful accurate advance calculations have been

made on the mixing phenimena of twc air :3treim.s of different total

pressures in a tube. In addition, the existing experimental in-

formation hardly suffices to answer certain questions of principles.

For example, what length of tube is required to provide for the

mixing of two flows of different total pressures into an approximatell

uniform flow, etc. If, however, the assumption is made thet a

sufficiently long tube is available for the mixing, then the law

of momentum renders the statement feasible as to whether loss of

the capacity of the air for doing work is connected with this

mixing as regards equalization of velocity, so long as the loss of

energy caused by friction of the tube is neglected. There is to be

added to this mixing loss, in the case of the Jet drive of Figure 1,

the friction loss in the suction tube length, the drag of the model

installed in the test section, the important energy loss in the

diffuser, and finally the exit loss. It is customary in the case

of ordinary wind tunnels to Judge the excellence of the arrangement

from the ratio of the fan drive energy to the Jet energy,

(•FV3 }. This efficiency factor, as is well known, amounts to
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about 0.5 to 0.6 for open-jet wind tunnels, and from 0.25 to 0.35

for tunnels with closed test sections. The most important sources

of loss are the mixing loss in the free Jet, the loss in the corners,

in the expansions, and in the fan itself. Corresponding numerical

results are lacking for jet-driven wind tunnels up to the present

time. It may therefore be explained that the excellence of a Jet-

driven wind tunnel may be Judged from the ratio of actual consumption

of driving material to the theoretically determined required amount,

obtained by calculations from the approximate sources of loss.

The problem is usually so stated in the design of a jet drive

that a definite velocity is required in a given test cross section,

which means that a certain weight of air must be sucked through

this cross section. The value of the required weight of driving

material is determined by the velocity with which this weight of air

or steam is exhausted from the driving nozzle, therefore primarily

by the magnitude of the pressure in the ring chamber preceding the

mixing jet. The theoretical required weight ratios for a jet drive

are calculated with simplified assumptions in Section III as a

function of the pressure in the nozzle chamber under the supposition

that sonic veiocity is attained in the suction cross section, and

that compressed air is used as driving material. Experiments are

reported in Section IV which were carried out on a wind tunnel model

driven by a large rotary compressor. The xesults of these measure-

ments are finally compared with the theoretically obtained values.

The relationships of a short period jet drive are such that a

certain weight of air or steam is stored at high pressure in a

suitable vessel connected to the driving nozzle through a reducing

valve. This valve throttles the pressure in the vessel to such an
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extent as is necessary for the velocity required in the test section.

As aoproximately carried out in Section IV, it is not necessary to

hold the pressure exactly constant in the ring chamber because, with

proper arrangement of the test section, the induded velocity is

practically independent of this pressure as long as it does not drop

below a certain minimum value. On the other hand it would be very

uneconomical to forego all pressare reduction since the weight ctf

air exheusting from the driving nozzle would be unnaoscýarily large

at first, leading to a decrease in the useable measuring time,

II. List of Symbols

T Pressure, temperature, density, and heat
0 A*content of the atmosphere.

Critical velocity of sound.

P 7- 4 Pressure, temperature, density, and heat
content of the air in the ring chamber of
the driving nozzle.

F Exit cross-section of the driving nozzle.

F f Narrowest cross-section of the driving
nozzle.

Suction tube cross section.

S, w' Velocities in FI. F2.

rk Static pressure in the mixing plane.

SPressure, velocity, and density after the
mixing. (without regard to compression
shock).

Pressure at the end of the diffusort
- p. with proper arrangement of pa andi6.

Weight of the conducted driving material.

Weight of the quantity of air sucked through
ka Go/ F2•

4;Z7 A k5

k Efficiency factor = Drive-enerfy
5et energy



III. Theoretical Portion

The mixing is considered first of two air streams with the

velocities w1 and w2 (w, > w2 ) in a cylindrical tube as shown in

Figure 1. Mixing is to start in cross-section AA and to finish in

cross-section BB so that a uniform velocity w eXIsts. (1) The

static pressure Pk and p before and after the mixing are constant

over the cross-section. It is further assumed that the velocities

w1 in the ring area F1, and w2 in the area F2 are far below the speed

of sound and thus can be considered without density changes, (p - pe).

The law of momentum then gives, in combination with the continuity

equation, an increase in pressure between the cross-section AA and

BB (aegleoting the very comprehensive friction losses) of the value:

Pk- =.. W., '2.. .. ,)
The method of operation of an injector pump is thus already principally

explained. Also with a deficient diffusor (p - p*) the value Pk<•Pe;

that is, air is sucked through F2 in connection with which the

quantity is so put in as to satisfy equation (1). The effect is

correspondingly increased by placing a diffusor next to the mixing

tube. A loss of the capacity of the air for doing work is connected

with the mixing,of the value; AE 4 w÷'•W•]+(p,-p)wF, ÷• --

(1) A short time ago a very pragticel method for calculating jet
apparatus was published by G. Flugel (VDI Forschungsheft Nr. 395).
He proceeded on the supposition that the mixing occured in a very
small and cylindrical tube. The shape of the conical part is so
imagined that the mixing there proceeds with constant pressure, and
the pressure increase occurs first in the cylindrical tube. The
narrowest cross section is so dimensioned that the weight ratios attain
a favorable value. The question as to whether these considcretions
maintain their validity for the case of high driving material velocity
as well as of high suction velocity is not treated further. A compari-
son of the theoretical results with the Vneasurements is kept for
another project.
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The turbulent mixing thus causes a part of the existing kinetic

energy to be transformed into hept.

p If the velocity of sound is approached in the suction tube

together with the correspondingly higher exit velocities from

the driving nozzle (Laval nozzle), then the simplified assurmtion

of constant density no longer holds. On the contrary the Assumption

should-be maintained that Pk - a constant over (F1 + F2), by

suitable dimensioning of the driving nozzle. Neglecting the flow

resistances in the suction tube, pk is obtained for a required

velocity *2 with adiabatic expansion, from:

Velocity of sound for
Forheas* J :r the critical state.

For the case: w2 - a*,which is tobinvestigated here, the pressure

ratio when X- 1.4 is, p
Po

and the density ratio: n = o.63

/00

The supposition that Pat - Pk in the exit of the driving nozzle

should be fulfilled by suitable choice of the dimensions of this

nozzle. Each state of the air in the ring chamber of the driving

nozzle (Pat Pat Ta) is then associated with a definite exit velocity

w1 and air density p1 at the mixing location. The mixing to a

uniform velocity w shall again take place in a cylindrical tube.

The energy equation must also be applied to the determination of

the final state of the air after mixing (p. w, p) in addition to the

continuity equation and the law of momentum.
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Continuity equation:

Law of momentum:

(•+•Pk+iy.e w,,, / ( •(•+ p). (3)
Energy equation:F, lop I +• 0.• ..... ..) W/ , - 4

X A * Heat content of the air

' -X- 1 /0 after the mixing.

It is assumed, as may be seen, in setting up the energy equation

that no notable losses occur either in the suction tube or in the

driving nozzle, and further that the velocity is negligibly small

in the nozzle ring chamber, and that no heat exchange takes place

between the mixing tube and the outer air.

The further process of calculation is as follows: For an

exit condition of the air in the nozzle ring chamber (pa' Ta) the

velocity w1 and the density p, are calculated for adiabatic

expansion to the pressure pk The solution of equations (2), (3)

and (4) gives the still unknown values, p, w, p, so far ns a

deliberate assumption is also still made for the area ratio, 3 L=s.
Fz

Finally the end pressure is determined at the diffusor exit on the

basis of an estimate of the efficiency of a diffusor attached

to the mixing section. Since 5 was asumed as desired, the

calculated end pressure will not agree with the external pressure.

Reptition of these calculations will finally give the correct

area ratio for which the determined pressure requirement is ful-

filled, and thereby a connection between pa and . An Rnelytioal

solution of the syStem of equations with the result Pa f f ('6 )
is not possible from consideration of the form of the equations.
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Next soam dinensionless ooefficients are introduced:

WI -\

e pdetermined from assumptions of pa and

Tae

Pk v1Pk
further the values* va. es

Cz W/oacW-,$ý ,do#
C27 p ~'r'y M- *L~ //'9 /

"• t" '" I-i

ndThe press cire after the mixing flosfo qain 2 o()

CC

ousingtn foregoin o values:

"- 0

0 AA

adThe press cire after the m iixing:flosfo qutos()t

C'1

.qaind (5) veoivyafes twovles fompixing:wic recori~e
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with two velocities (wus wu) according to equation (s). A simpler

connection can be shown between wu 4nd wU if the heat contents J.

and ia are set Paual to each other in the expression for C . The

supposition is made, in other words, that the same temperature

exists in the ring chamber as in the atmosphere, which was approximate-

ly the case in later experiments. A simple calculation of (5) and

(6) gives: W.

a rel3tionship which always holds, as is well known, if a supersonic

flow changes to a subsonic flow through a vertical compression

shock. (Reference 4)o This meas in the foregoing case that the

mixing of the sonic velocity w2 in F 2 with the supersonic velocity

w1 in FP can proceed in such a manner that the average velocity

after mixing w" > a*, and that this flow as for every supersonic

flow with a compression shock can change to a subsonic flow with

w = M*0 a It can also be shown that, as opposed to incompressible

flows, mixing to an average supersonic velocity is associated with

a pressure decrease so that pw < Pk' while a pressure increase to

Pu > Pk occurs after the compression shock.

Without going deeper into the essential relationships of a Jet

drive, the possibility should be studied at least theoretically,

of the transition from supersonic flow in a supersonic diffusor

(tube contracting) to a sonic velocity, and finally a transition

to subsonic flow in a normal diffusor without finite compression

shook. On the other hand, by foregoing the supersonic part of the

diffusor, a mixing process could be expected et the beginning of

which, through a dncreasing pressure, the slow stream in the center

of the tube is accelerated. The supersonic flow thus produced in

the mixing tube or in the attached diffusor changes to a subsonic
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flow through a normal shock. It in anticipated from the

results of the measurements on the previously-mentioned wind-tunnel

model, that such a progression of pressure could not be observed, so

that experiments were foregone with a contracting diffusor. A steep

pressure increase exists immediately behind the mixing location, for

which no satisfactory explanation can be given at present. There

corresponds to the theoretically possible known types of flow, however,

the observed progression of pressure of those in which the mixing is

connected with a compression shock in the mixing tube. In these

cases a pressure Pu is attained that follows from equation (5) with

respect to the positive sign. Consideration has already been given

in the calculation thus made of the pressure Pu to the reduction of

the capacity of the air for doing work caused only by the turbulent

mixing and the compression shock. A separate calculation of these

losses is saved if the comparison of the test results with the

calculations is made by opposition of the theoretically required

and the actually used weights of driving material. The end pressure

which can be attained through adiabatic compression in a large

expansion attached to the cylindrical mixing section, amounts to:

xh

The actual pressure increase will be smaller than the theoretical

value (p. - pu) Let D designate the efficiency of the pressure

conversion, then the attainable end pressure:

or, since /eVtz C 3 --

PV f'A& f[iP (OI143 .z + 0Oi5,07) jj
11u



This end pressure must agree with the external pressure po

with the correct arrangement of pa and 5 .

The efficiency of a diffusor for incompressible flow, that

is, the ratio of the actually attained pressure increase to that

theoretically possible, as given by the Bernoulli equation, amounts

to about 0.85, or to 0.90 for very good expansions. The experi-

mental values are not evident for compressible flows; however,

it may be assumed that their ratios are unfavorable so that in

the foregoing case in which the exit loss must be taken into

account in the efficiencyp probably approximates 0.70 to 0.75,

which was also to be confirmed by advance experiments. Using these

figures for , the connection between pa and the area ratio

was calculated according to the previously described process,

for an induced velocity W( LPO -r

y.3/9 M'=33/nA 4~4) The desired weight ratios

then are: T, -/o,
rxa- F, = k o / Pf/

Figure 2 illustrates these relationships from which it may be

seen that the curves for 7 = 0.70 and 0.75 do not differ much

from each other. The required pressure pa decreases in a hyper-

bolic manner with increase in area ratio, while the weight ratio

increases approximately linearly. This ratio increases from

about 0.14 to 0.32 in the practical range of, (0.05 to 0.20).

(1) Figure 3 shows the weight ratios as functions of pa" The

significance of the test points plotted in Pigure 2 will be treat-

ed further in Section IV.

(1) The question as to whether the process calculated for the S
continuous case still holds for very small pressures in the ring
chamber, will not be further investigated here since these small
pressures need not be considered because of their unfavorable
weight ratios.
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IV. =ERIYENTS ON A MODEL TUNNEL. (1)

A rotary compressor used for another purpose was available

for the present investigation. This compressor had a suction

volume of 570OM3 per hour, and a maximum pressure of 4.3(at)

(atmospheres). The dimensions of the model tunnel were so chosen

that a continuous drive was possible with this compressor, in

order not to hinder the experiments through too short a measuring

time. Figure 4 shows the test section with the main dimensions.

The narrowest diameter wns 148 mm (F 2 - 0.0172m*) to which was

attached a very easy expansiorn to 149.3 mm. The end of the suction

section was expanded to 154.3 mm because of structural reasons.

This shape of the test section was found to be favorable from

previous experiments. The dimensions of the drive nozzle (DI,DI')

could be changed by removable sections so that the area ratio

could be varied from/3 - F1  - 0.063, 0.110, to 0.156. The

ring-shaped nozzle exit cross section F1 is thus immediately

obtainable. The narrowest cross section F 1 of the drive nozzle

is adjusted according to the value of the pressure in the ring

chamber, which is taken from Figure 2 for 71W - 0.70. is

therefore determined on the assdmption of no-loss adiabatic

expansion to Pk - 0.528 p . (Reference 5). The following table

contains the most importeit chanecteristics of the three drive

nozzles used.

Nozzle Fl Fl (m') Pa (at) Pk F (ma)
F2 ._ _a FI

O.063 O.00108 4.2 0.125 0.580 0.00063

II 0.110 0.00189 2.6 0.-03 0.745 0.00140

III 0.156 0.00268 2.1 0.252 0.820 0.00220

(1) The tests were carried out by b. Au•ger and P.v.d. Krie.g-beck.
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The accuracy of set-up with respect to the areas amounted to about

two or three percent.

The wind tunnel model was arranged so that it could be tested

with a cylindrical mixing tube about 0.8 a long end attched diffusor,

as well as without this tube. The length of the diffusor was about

3.0 m, the expansion angle about 80, the end cross section 0.292mg 2-

17.0 F2 . The entire length of the diffusor was subdivided so that

tests could also be made with half its length. The weight of

driving material G1, was measured by a diaphragm built into the air

line, while the induced weight G2 was determined from a pressure

orifice p1 in the test section. (See Figure 4).

Figure 5 shows the ratio of induced velocity to critical

velocity of sound as a function of the ring chamber pressure for

the various nozzles for the arrangement without mixing

.tube. For each jet end tith a definite pressure, the maximum

velocity was attained which did not change further with further

increase of pressure, at least within the available test range.

The fact that the attainable maximum velocity was somewhat above

the velocity of sound with these arrangements is probably due to

the shape of the entrance cone. The lowest pressure required to

produce the highest velocity is easily seen from the plot in Figure

5 to be least for the larger area ratios. This figure also shows

the weight ratios that were obtained from the measurements, The

actual lowest pressure and the corresponding weight ratio are

plotted also in Figure 2, ahd show good agreement with the calculated

curve. The actual weight ratios are therefore not unfavorable,

as they could be expectederIm considerations of mixing lose,

shock loss, and normal pressure transition loss in the diffusor.
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The aeod agreement of the test resilts with the previous

calculations is no proof, of course, that the actual flow processes

of the mixing are not of a very complicated type. It should be

noted in this connection that, for purposes of comparison, it

was assumed and also carried out in the experiments, that a diffusor

was attvched immediately fcllowing the mixing plane. It was

found that, after installation of the cylindricel mixing tube in

front of the diffusor, a pressure increase of about 0.5 (t)was

required to produce the maximum velocity with nczzle II. The

maximum velocity is therefore somewhat less then witnout this

intermediate tube. The basis for this decreased performence is

obviously to be found in the relatively large friction losses tn

the cylindrical tube. Figure 6 gives the comparison of these

two arrangements, as well as the results of the tests with the

half length of diffusor. It therefore follows that the first

arrangement is the most favorable, and that the shortening of

the diffusor because of space requirements causes no appreciable

disadvantages. The induced velocity without a diffusor was, as

expected, very low.

The pressure distribution determined from the wall orifices

is. plotted in Figure 7 (Pa - 3 at) for the arrangements without

and with an intermediate tube in front of the diffusor . The

test locations P1 to P4 are along the suction tube, P 5 is at

the narrowest cross section of the drive nozzle, P6 is at the

mixing plane, and the remaining orifices are along the cylindrical

tube and the diffusor. The pressure in the suction section is

fairly uniform. A steep pressure increase occurs in all cases

immediately behind the mixing plane. A pressure which is only
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slightly lower then atmospheric is quickly OtLOined when the

intermediate tube is omitted; a pressure in the mixing tube is

soor attained that changes only slightly up to the beginning of

the expansion. This pressure is somewhat higher then the pressure

Pu calculated from equation (5a). The su(,-osition made in the

calculeticn that the pressure at the exit of the drive nozle

is equal to Pk is at least approximetely fulfilled.

The power required for continuous drive wvvs calculated in

HP per cm' of cross section in order to obtain a clar picture

of the power cgnsumption of a wind tunnel installation with jet

drive. The drive power required to rroduce the compressed air

of pressure pa according to Figure 2 ( - 0.7) was calculqted

on the basis of en isothermal compressor efficiency of = o.6

and plotted in Figure 8 against the area ratio. The power re-

quired arlount3 on the averasge to about 0.0 HP per cm'. Since

the theoretical values of Figure 2 correspond fairly well to

the test values, these power estimates can therefore serve as

a basis for the design of a Jet drive. Finally, the efficiency

factork useful for estimating normal wind tunnel installetions,

is plotted on the same diagram, (Figure 8). This value amounts

on the average to 0.55, therefore about half es good as for

wind tunnel installations with closed test section and fan drive,

in so far as comparative values are available for such instRllations

of low velocities.

It is not difficult to estinete e suitable area ratio Il to

FI' for an intermittent jet drive with a pressure vessel, on
t2 r s
the basis of the foregoing results. There can be celculated on



the one hand the actual volume relationships for the pressure

vessel, Rnd on the other hand the highest power for the compressors,

* and finally the useful test time.

It should be pointed out that an induced velocity w2 < a*

can be produced in the test section in the customary manner if the

cross section In front of the mixing plane is contracted by an

adjustable nozzle, (easily performed by using a rectangular cross

section). The velocity in the test section is then independent

of a definite minimum pressure from that in the ring chamber.
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